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MES4110/Arabic: Censoring Guidelines, Autumn 2018 

In this exam, students shall demonstrate that they have learned to read and understand short, 
intermediate-level Arabic texts from the cultural canon, both modern and pre-modern. The main 
task given to the students was to write three short essays based on the Arabic texts that have 
been introduced, read and discussed in class during the semester. In these essays, the student is 
required to 

• present the essentials of the text and summarize the line of arguments/thought/narration 
in such a way that the author would recognize his/her own argumentation, and that a 
reader unfamiliar with the original text gets a clear understanding of the text at hand; 

• give a tentative analysis of its structure and (where applicable) purpose;  
• insert relevant/meaningful quotations and translations from the original text to clarify 

the author’s argument. A literal translation is preferred. If the student takes some 
liberties on the translation, the reason for this should be explained in a footnote; 

• where appropriate, point out what language / rhetorical means the author uses to make 
his/her argument; 

• if possible, give an interpretation of the text in relation to the historical/political 
circumstances of the time (contextualization).  

• A short reflection about the text’s possible relevance for the present, its strengths and 
weaknesses etc. may conclude/round up the essay. For that purpose, the student may 
borrow insights from the secondary sources provided by the teacher (encyclopedia 
entries focused on the author or a specific text; introductions to the texts by the 
translator/critic); the students have also been encouraged to look for secondary sources 
that can provide additional information on the text or to ask the teacher for advice.  

 
From among the three essays that the students were asked to submit during the semester and on 
which they have received detailed feedback from the teacher, they are required, in the exam, to 
select two, of up to 3-4 pages in length each, amounting to a total of 6-8 pages (excluding title 
page and bibliography). Students are expected to have reworked  the submissions in line with 
the general directions given and the specific feedback they were given on individual texts as 
well as during seminars. The texts should stand on their own and need not be connected or 
compared to each other. 

 
More specifically, students are advised to 

 
• follow closely the line of argumentation of the original, paragraph by paragraph, without 

getting lost in detail! 
• give proper bibliographic information, formatted in line with one of the common 

standards in the Humanities (such as the Chicago Manual of Style’s “Notes and 
Bibliography” style); 

• indicate Arabic technical terms in Arabic (in transcription), and briefly define/discuss 
them, if they want to highlight a particular linguistic feature or rhetorical way of saying 
things. There is no need to give the Arabic expression if it is a precise and unproblematic 
equivalent of the English. We recommend to use IJMES system for transcriptions, and 
to fully transliterate all Arabic words and names. Students are expected to familiarize 
themselves with the technicalities of how to input diacritical characters into 
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computerized text; for MacOS, see Knut Vikør’s detailed guide; for Windows, they 
can start here. 
 

The term paper will be evaluated and graded on the basis of the following (this is not a 
hierarchical list; all issues should be considered): 

 
• Is the main topic of the texts clearly outlined? Is the author’s argument clearly 

presented for a reader who has not read it before?  
• Does the essay present a clear summary of all the sections of the text? (and not just 

the first paragraph!) At the same time, is the summary of the different sections 
presented coherently as a whole?  

• Does the essay include translations of significant passages from the texts? If so, is 
the translation correct? If the candidate uses an already existing translation, does 
s/he shows a critical understanding/reflection on it?  

• Does the candidate insert Arabic terms (correctly transliterated) and does s/he 
actively reflect on these terms? 

• Does the paper show reflection on the language used by the author, identifying 
aspects concerning the narrative tone, diction, style, lexicon, intertextuality, 
rhetorical figures, figurative language, structure, intended audience, etc.?  

• Does the candidate give or attempt an interpretation of the text, besides summarising 
its main points? For example, does the candidate interpret the text in relation to the 
historical/political circumstances of the time (contextualization); does s/he reflect 
about the text’s possible relevance for the present, its strengths and weaknesses?  

• Does the candidate analyse the text with reference to existing literature (with 
references)?  

• Does the paper show reflections on the topic and attempts of independent analysis? 
Does the paper show correct understanding and consistent use of referencing system 
(quotations, note, bibliography)?   

• Is there a clear structure in the text that makes it easy to follow? 
• Is the language of the text comprehensible? (It does not need to be in perfect English, 

but grades will be lowered if parts of the text are incomprehensible.)  
 

For the overall assessment, the grading should follow UiO’s general definitions, which can 
be found here: 

https://www.uio.no/english/studies/examinations/grading-system/index.html 
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A – An excellent performance, clearly outstanding. The candidate demonstrates excellent 
judgement and a high degree of independent thinking. 

B – A very good performance. The candidate demonstrates sound judgement and a very 
good degree of independent thinking. 

C – A good performance in most areas. The candidate demonstrates a reasonable degree of 
judgement and independent thinking in the most important areas. 

D – A satisfactory performance, but with significant shortcomings. The candidate 
demonstrates a limited degree of judgement and independent thinking. 

E – Grade “E” (Sufficient) is given for a performance that meets the minimum criteria, 
but no more. The candidate demonstrates a very limited degree of judgement and independent 
thinking. 

F – (Fail) A performance that does not meet the minimum academic criteria. The candidate 
demonstrates an absence of both judgement and independent thinking. 

	


